OnBase + Epic = Better Together

OnBase By the Numbers

9 YEARS
AHA endorsed

4 YEARS

Named a “Leader” in Gartner’s
Magic Quadrant for ECM

Drawing on the knowledge of the credentialed, experienced staff and
clinicians at its more than 1,500 lifetime healthcare customers, Hyland,
creator of OnBase, is dedicated to helping healthcare systems deliver superior
patient care. That’s why we partner with Epic®, combining healthcare industry
experience and proven technology to produce effective business solutions for
our mutual customers.

Optimize your EMR with ECM
The OnBase Integration for Epic extends the value of your technology
investments by utilizing the increased functionality of enterprise content
management (ECM) to streamline processes across your entire organization.
Deploying the OnBase Integration for Epic allows you to:
• M
 anage your content. Whatever the format – forms, faxes, clinical images
or videos – OnBase securely captures, stores and manages your content in
its native format at the patient, order and encounter levels for improved
accuracy and reduced risk of lost or misplaced information.

Meaningful Use certified

98%

of healthcare customers would
“Buy Again” – KLAS

• Create

one complete patient record. With OnBase, clinicians and staff access all
non-EMR based content, such as wound and dermatology photos, EKGs,
pathology results and clinical images, from within Epic. This makes it the
single source for patient information, ensuring that more time is spent
acting on information rather than looking for it.
• Deliver

the right information to the right people at the right time. OnBase provides
authorized users instant access to information when and where they need it
to facilitate more informed decision-making.

98%

• Automate

deficiency tracking, referrals management, release of information and your
organizational checklists. Business process tools streamline routine tasks to
efficiently support departments to meet internal and external regulations
while increasing productivity.

85%

• Expand

OnBase functionality beyond the Epic platform. Integrating OnBase with
ancillary systems (CACs, diagnostic solutions, VNAs, ERP solutions, etc.)
optimizes them and removes “information silos” across the organization,
providing you with an even greater return on investment.

44%

ECM is more than technology. It’s a strategy for your entire organization.

customer retention
year after year

of all innovations from customers

of Epic customers use OnBase

1

Epic invites only one ECM vendor to
attend the annual Epic User Group
Conference — Hyland

OnBase Integration for Epic
OnBase offers unparalleled integration with Epic’s product offerings. From
ambulatory and inpatient settings to home health and billing solutions, no other
ECM product offers the breadth of integration capabilities or depth of experience.
OnBase integrates with the following Epic modules:
• E
 pic Welcome
• E
 pic Cadence
• E
 pic Resolute
• E
 pic ADT / Epic Bridges (HL7)
• E
 picCare (including deficiency analysis and correction)
• E
 pic ROI
• E
 pic Resolute (Professional and Hospital Billing, as well as Enterprise Billing)
• E
 pic Haiku (Smartphone)
• E
 pic Canto (iPad)
• E
 pic Image API (e.g. embedding of thumbnails in physician and progress notes)
• E
 picCare Link
• E
 pic MyChart
• E
 pic HomeHealth
• E
 pic Tapestry
• E
 pic PlanLink
OnBase Solutions
Beyond simply integrating with Epic modules, OnBase offers a variety of valueadded solutions that bring new capabilities directly to end users working in Epic.
A few examples:
• O
 nBase Patient Viewer
A consolidated view of all patient-related content in OnBase
• O
 nBase Medical Imaging
Building upon the Patient Viewer, Medical Imaging brings DICOM images to the
Epic end user
• O
 nBase Combined Viewer
From Epic Resolute, an end user can launch a consolidated view in OnBase of all
content related to the HAR, MRN, or invoice number
And so much more…
From automatic document type recognition to orders management, OnBase
creates efficiencies to improve patient care and offers a depth and richness in its
Epic integration that no other ECM vendor can match.
Learn more at OnBase.com/Epic »
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